Working in a strategic alliance with Civica, Frog Learning combines and extends the best school administration platform and support for Australian schools with a world class learning system.

The Frog vision is to enable every teacher to be able to teach every child as if they are the only child they teach. We empower teachers with tools to create engaging and collaborative digital learning experiences and time saving tools to reduce administration; matched with comprehensive assessment that focuses on the growth of each individual student, ensuring no child gets left behind.

Benefits of the CES and Frog partnership

Deep integration for a seamless experience
Frog integrates with the Civica Education Suite including single sign on, user and class provisioning and the ability to launch Frog learning spaces, eportfolio and learner profiles from within CES.

Simplify user experience – it’s so easy to use
Frog complements CES modules by extending functionality without overlapping, making it simple and intuitive for the entire learning community.

Flexible implementation options
Frog can be implemented on its own or with other modules. It enables schools to choose the solution that works best for them.

One local supplier with support you can trust
Frog is implemented and supported by Civica, meaning that you’ll have one supplier providing you the best local support.

Time savings to enable you to focus on teaching
The time saving and efficiencies in the CES platform means you can spend more time on the transformational capabilities of Frog.

Working alongside individual and groups of schools around the world, our projects range from a 10,000 school rollout of our Learning Platform for the Malaysian Government, to a national collaboration portal for the Danish Government, to exciting projects such as bringing the Australian Theatre for Young People’s productions free to every school in Australia.
How can Frog help?

Curriculum Design & Standardisation
Create and manage your own school’s curricular that is completely flexible and bespoke to your school.

Lesson and Resource Builder
Build anything from subject areas to parental and governor portals using Sites - easy to build web pages where you can add any content you want.

Curriculum Mapped Resources
Collaborate and support your teachers by sharing resources, exemplar standards, curriculum mapped video lessons, quizzes and tests. Enable non specialist and cover teachers to have access to the best resources to support students.

Evidence Capture
Share photos, audio and videos using mobile devices, quickly enabling the capture of evidence and supporting collaboration on school activities.

Setting Homework and Assignments
Ensure robust, quality homework with Frog, enabling teachers to set both online and offline tasks, whilst leaders can quality assure and parents get full visibility.

Marking and Feedback
Quickly mark work and give rich contextualised feedback through Frog’s simple online marking interface.

Activity Timeline
Showcase work, encourage dialogue and even organise collections of media through interactive timelines that can be shared with students, teachers and parents.

Progression Charts
Assess against the curriculum, spot gaps in students’ prior years, make judgements, capture evidence and assign resources at the click of a button.

Parental Communication
Put parents at the heart of their child’s education, giving them a window into their learning life and foster deep home-school links, anytime, anywhere.

Staff Professional Development
Build, manage and distribute your own engaging and collaborative online courses, for staff professional development and compliance.

Connecting Schools
Enable groups of schools to communicate, collaborate and share effectively across geographical boundaries, reducing costs and increasing quality.

Development Platform
Enable teachers, technical staff and even students to build their own applications, driving innovation within your school. The ability to code within Frog makes anything possible.